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Aurora Tower! Ashburn’s Results! 

“White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade!” 

“A White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade Architect! A top talent of the human race!” 

Zhou Zhou looked at Zhao Changshou’s interface and could not help but sigh. This old 
man had almost reached the limit of the human race’s potential. 

He looked at the other party’s skill panel. 

There were dozens of construction skills! 

This is someone whom you call a real Professional! 

Previously, he had obtained the blueprints for the residence, warehouse, and 
blacksmith shop from the upgrade of the Lord’s wooden house which he could not use. 

This big shot had all his skills and more! 

He would give these three blueprints to the Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Architect. 
Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, his gaze landed on the last skill in the skill column. 

Kingdom-level building, Aurora Tower (White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade)! 

It was also the only Kingdom-level building in the opponent’s skill bar! He opened it 
curiously. 

[Building Name: Aurora Tower] 

[Building Level: White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Building Function 1: Light Energy Reserve Device — Absorb light elements and store 
them in the Light Energy Reserve Device of the Aurora Tower to collect attack energy 
for the Aurora Cannon!] 

[Building Effect 2: Aurora Cannon – Ray Mode — Activate Aurora Cannon and 
continuously release light elemental energy, forming an extremely penetrating Aurora 
Ray that sweeps through all enemies in range!] 



[Building Effect 2: Aurora Cannon – Polarity Mode — Activating Aurora Cannon, 
instantly releasing all the light element energy in the energy storage device. 
Concentrate on one point to kill the enemy. It can kill anything below the Extraordinary-
Tier!] 

[Remark: The Aurora Tower has a range of 100,000 meters!] 

[Building Upgrade: 50,000 units of wood, 50,000 units of fine sand, 100,000 units of 
metal, 100,000 units of stone, 100 units of White Platinum-Tier Aurora Crystals, 50 
White Platinum-Tier Mist Core!] 

[Architecture Description: A building of the Aurora Tribe. It is also the only kingdom-level 
building in the Aurora Kingdom. It plays an indelible role in the establishment and 
expansion of the Aurora Kingdom.] 

Zhou Zhou’s eyes widened. It could kill any enemy below the Extraordinary-Tier!? 

What a powerful and exclusive Kingdom-level building! 

However, he frowned slightly when he saw the materials he needed. 

Aurora Crystals! 

He had never heard of such a material. It was probably some high-level material. 

He made a mental note to ask the world channel later to see if any Lord had it. 

Then, Zhou Zhou brought everyone around the territory and communicated the basic 
situation in Blazing Sun City. The others were responsible for listening and occasionally 
asking questions. 

After he finished speaking, everyone immediately started discussing. 

“It seems that my Lord’s territory lacks a lot of basic building facilities.” Zhao Changshou 
stroked his white beard and said. 

“Exactly. We’ll have to depend on Elder Zhao now.” 

“Don’t worry about the materials and Mist Cores. There are a lot of them in the territory.” 
Zhou Zhou said. 

He now had more than 70,000 units of basic materials and 5,664 Black Iron-Tier Mist 
Cores in his territory! 

It was enough to build these basic buildings! 



“Leave it to this old man. However, I need the Lord to arrange some people for me.” 
Zhao Changshou nodded in agreement. 

“Okay!” Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he handed the four unemployed male subjects to Zhao Changshou. 

“Erm… My Lord, Senior Zhao.” 

“Can I be an understudy to Senior Zhao?” Qian Du, a Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade 
Architect asked nervously. 

He was only 18 years old, still giddy from both nervousness and excitement. 

He originated from the Aurora Kingdom and was an unorthodox architect without a 
master. 

He had long heard of this honorary president of the Building Association and had 
admired him. 

Therefore, when Zhao Changshou appeared in front of him, he immediately had a bold 
idea. 

If he could learn from this old senior and even acknowledge him as his master… Then 
he would no longer have to explore the path of an architect alone. This was undoubtedly 
crucial to his career path! 

Zhou Zhou and Zhao Changshou looked at each other and smiled. 

Both of them could tell what this person was thinking. 

However, they were not disgusted. 

“That will depend on the Lord.” Zhao Changshou smiled. 

Qian Du immediately looked at Zhou Zhou nervously. 

“You can be Elder Zhao’s assistant. He has no use for these three building blueprints. 
Take them.” Zhou Zhou handed the blueprints of the residence, warehouse, and 
blacksmith shop to Qian Du. 

“Thank you, my Lord!” 

“Thank you, Senior Zhao!” Qian Du was extremely excited. 

“Elder Zhao, what are you going to build first?” Zhou Zhou asked. 



“Don’t worry about the residences. Those tents still work. Let’s build a Black Iron-Tier 
Intermediate Grade Medical Hall first.” 

“Even though we have Life Potions, the production rate is low at the moment. Moreover, 
Life Potions can only heal and not treat illnesses.” 

“It just so happens that we have a Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Doctor here.” 

“A doctor and a medical hall are the true methods of treating and saving people. After 
the clinic is built, we’ll start building warehouses, homes and other buildings.” Zhao 
Changshou pondered for a moment and suggested. 

Zhou Zhou nodded, feeling very comfortable. 

Normally, if he wanted to build a medical center, he needed a medical center blueprint. 

If he just relied on killing monsters to obtain the blueprint of the medical hall, he did not 
know when he would be able to obtain it. 

Everyone was fine now, he did not have to worry about the blueprint with Zhao 
Changshou around. He could directly build it! 

In the foreseeable future, he would save a lot of building blueprints because of Elder 
Zhao. 

After that, Zhou Zhou stopped chatting and brought the remaining four subjects without 
profession to the gnome alchemy workshop. 

“Ashburn, I brought you the helpers you wanted.” 

When Zhou Zhou entered, he realized that there was no one in the shop. 

He told the four of them not to walk around casually, then walked to the door of the 
nearby studio. When he opened the door, he saw Ashburn working on a half-finished 
mechanostrider at the workbench. 

He called out to him twice before realizing that Ashburn did not respond at all. 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows, then he came to the opposite side. 

Ashburn’s eyes were red, and his gaze was focused on the mechanostrider in front of 
him. He kept assembling the mechanostrider, as if he had not slept for a long time. 

Zhou Zhou frowned. 

“Ashburn!” He raised his voice and used some mental power. 



Ashburn, who was in a state of concentration, trembled. Then, he raised his head and 
looked at Zhou Zhou. 

“My Lord? When did you arrive?” 

He was surprised. 

“How long has it been since you slept?” 

Zhou Zhou looked at his bloodshot eyes and said. 

“I haven’t slept since the last time we met.” 

“If you don’t sleep, you’re going to die! Don’t work anymore. Go to sleep!” Zhou Zhou 
said solemnly. 

“I won’t die so easily. I can still…” 

“Are you going against my orders?” Zhou Zhou glared at him. 

Ashburn’s tone faltered, then he said helplessly: 

“Yes, my Lord.” 

“I’ll go to sleep after handing over the potions and mechanostrider I’ve made during this 
period to you.” Zhou Zhou nodded slightly. 

Then, Ashburn brought Zhou Zhou to an underground warehouse. 

“This is my alchemy warehouse, specially used to store alchemy items I have yet to 
sell.” 

“My Lord, take these with you.” 

Ashburn pointed at the boxes of potions and rows of mechanostrider in front of him. He 
was both tired and proud. 

Zhou Zhou went forward to check. 

A moment later, the inspection was complete. 

A total of 40 Health Potions, 10 Energy Potions, and 10 Mechanostriders! 

Zhou Zhou found it hard to imagine that this was created by a lone gnome in less than 
an entire day. 



“These potions will be very useful in conquering the Scarlet Lord. I’ll remember your 
contribution.” 

“Still, Ashburn. I know you want to share my burden but our territory is doing well.” 

“I don’t need you to work so hard for the time being, our territory will have a wonderful 
future. I hope that both you and I can see that future.” 

“But you will not be able to see it if you collapse from exhaustion halfway down the 
road.” Zhou Zhou said. 

Ashburn froze, then, a smile appeared on his face and he nodded vigorously. 

Zhou Zhou did not say much. 

He placed the White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Racial Talent Sphere and a skill 
book on Mental Manipulation on the table. Then, he told him that the helpers he needed 
were in the shop before leaving. 

… 
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Ling’er’s Lord Talent! Prepare For Battle! 

After Zhou Zhou returned to the Lord’s wooden house, he opened the Marketplace and 
set up a deal for 20,000 units of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog Lizard 
meat! 

10,000 units of meat were used to purchase four basic materials! 

The other 10,000 units were used to purchase materials to make Aurora Crystals, Life 
Potions, Energy Potions, Mechanostrider, and Golden Corpse Water. 

A total of 20,000 units worth of deals, ranking first in the number of transactions. It 
instantly caused a heated discussion among many lords. 

World Channel. 

“F*ck! Did you see Big Boss Blazing Sun’s new deal? This time, it’s 20,000 units of 
Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog Lizard meat!” 

“Every time I see the transaction volume of the Lord of The Blazing Sun, I feel that it’s 
ridiculous!” 



“Is there a possibility that the Lord of The Blazing Sun is cheating?” 

“The person above, can you post a link? Should I open one too?” 

“Do you think the Supreme Will is blind? Why would the Supreme Will allow cheating?” 

“I can eat meat again. Thank you, Big Boss Blazing Sun.” 

“To be honest, it’s precisely because Big Boss Blazing Sun sold enough meat that a 
slow-moving person like me can snatch it to fill my stomach.” 

“Lord of The Blazing Sun, I love you!” 

“It’ll get better. I see more Lords selling meat in the Marketplace now.” 

“Speaking of which, what are Aurora Crystals?” 

… 

Zhou Zhou was also reading the comments in the world channel. 

“It’s the third day. There are more Lords selling monster meat now. Their prices will 
probably drop soon.” Zhou Zhou thought. 

However, he was not too worried. There were billions of Cerulean Planet Lords. No 
matter how much the price of meat dropped, he did not have to worry about not being 
able to sell his monster meat. 

He, who controlled most of the meat transactions, would always be the one who made 
the most money. 

He had just closed the trading panel when the Spiritual Medicine Lord from yesterday 
sent him a message. 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Big Brother Blazing Sun, do you have time to trade? Ling’er 
has the Blood Origin Flower and the Blood Clotting Grass.] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: You have Blood Clotting Grass again? I want them all. How 
many do you have?] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: 800 units of Blood Origin Flowers, 200 units of Blood Clotting 
Grass.] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: 0.0] 



[Lord of The Blazing Sun: May I ask if your Lord Talent is related to medicinal herbs? 
You can choose not to answer. It’s fine, it won’t affect our deal.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: It’s alright, Big Brother. Ling’er’s Lord Talent is to grow herbs.] 

A text notification appeared the next moment. 

The other party sent a screenshot of her Lord Talent. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

However, he could not help but look over curiously. 

[Lord Talent: Divine Herb Garden (Legendary-Tier)] 

[Divine Herb Garden: Your territory has a special building, the Divine Herb Garden. The 
herbs planted in the Divine Herb Garden will automatically form the most suitable 
growth environment around the herbs, and greatly reduce the growth time of the herbs.] 

[The time reduction for each quality medicinal ingredient is as follows:] 

[Black Iron-tier Medicinal Herbs: Reduces growth time by 99.9%!] 

[Green Bronze-Tier Medicinal Herbs: Reduces growth time by 89.9%!] 

[White Silver-Tier Medicinal Herbs: Reduces growth time by 79.9%!] 

[Yellow Gold-Tier Medicinal Herbs: Reduces growth time by 69.9%!] 

[White Platinum-Tier Medicinal Herbs: Reduces…] 

… 

[Legendary-Tier Medicinal Herbs: Reduces growth time by 69.9%!] 

Zhou Zhou’s mouth fell open. 

Wasn’t the effect of this Lord Talent too ridiculous?! 

No wonder this Spiritual Medicine Lord could bring out so many Blood Origin Flowers 
and Blood Clotting Grass in a day. 

She planted them by herself. 

Moreover, this was the second Legendary-Tier Lord Talent he had seen other than 
himself! 



She was indeed very strong! 

As expected of a Legendary-Tier Lord Talent! 

However, Zhou Zhou still felt that his Lord Talent was stronger comparatively. 

After all, his 100% drop rate could drop the talent of other Lords. In the future, he might 
even be able to possess Mythical Lord talents! 

At this moment, Zhou Zhou suddenly had an idea. 

He thought for a moment and typed: 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: Your Lord Talent is very strong. Don’t casually expose your 
Lord Talent to others in the future, or it will attract great danger.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Ling’er knows, but I think you’re someone I can trust, so I told 
you about my Lord talent.] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: … That’s the same. No matter who you meet in the future, 
don’t tell others about your Lord Talent so readily. Even if you’re already very strong in 
the future, you have to keep your Lord Talent a secret. I won’t tell anyone.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Thank you, Big Brother Blazing Sun. Ling’er understands.] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: Mm, I also want to make a deal with you.] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: I might need many types of medicinal herbs in the future, so I 
want to have a long-term working relationship with you. You’ll be in charge of providing 
me with medicinal herbs, and I’ll be in charge of paying you.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Alright! Ling’er also wants to have more interactions with Big 
Brother Blazing Sun.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Even though Ling’er already has 15 subjects, Ling’er still wants 
to talk to the people of the Cerulean Planet.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: But the other Lords don’t pay much attention to me. Only Big 
Brother Blazing Sun, not only do you pay attention to me, but you also care about 
Ling’er.] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Anyway, thank you, Big Brother Blazing Sun!] 

Zhou Zhou: “…” 

Who would dare to ignore you if you tell them about your Lord Talent? 



[Lord of The Blazing Sun: I’m fine. By the way, how many professionals do you have 
now?] 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: Not a single one. The subjects summoned by Ling’er are all 
without professions.] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: …] 

Isn’t this too unreasonable?! 

Zhou Zhou was speechless. 

However, he also had a thought. 

Such a rare Legendary-Tier Lord Talent holder shouldn’t die in the novice Lord test four 
days later just because she didn’t have the strength of a military profession, right? 

He thought for a moment and typed: 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: You shouldn’t be lacking in food with the transaction 
yesterday so I’ll exchange something else with you this time.] 

Then, he took a screenshot of the item information of the Sword Shield Soldier Class 
Change Certificate and sent it to Ling’er. 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: How about this?] 

Hundreds of millions of kilometers away in the Spiritual Medicine City. 

Ling’er looked at the information on the Sword Shield Soldier Class Change Certificate 
and could not help but widen her cute eyes. 

Even though she was young, she was not stupid. 

Naturally, she knew that this Class Change Certificate could save her and her subjects’ 
fates in the novice Lord test four days later! 

She hesitated for a moment, then typed: 

[Spiritual Medicine Lord: I really want it… but Big Brother Blazing Sun also needs it, 
right?] 

[Lord of The Blazing Sun: Don’t worry, I’m not lacking in this kind of Class Change 
Certificate.] 

Not only that! 



During this period of time, the number of Sword Shield Soldier Class Change 
Certificates in his hands had reached 2,298! Therefore he had no use for it for the time 
being. 

It was not a problem to take out a portion of it to trade. 

Moreover, they now had a working relationship. 

Zhou Zhou could not bear to see a child die in the mouth of the fog monsters four days 
later. 

That was why he took the initiative to use the Sword Shield Soldier Class Change 
Certificate as a bargaining chip. 

800 units of Blood Origin Flowers and 200 units of Blood Clotting Grasses. 

Zhou Zhou exchanged 20 medicinal herbs for one Sword Shield Soldier Class Change 
Certificate and used 50 Sword Shield Soldier Class Change Certificates to trade with 
her. 

The transaction was completed and both sides were happy. 

Another half an hour passed. 

In the Marketplace, Zhou Zhou’s 20,000 units of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade 
Desert Fog Lizard meat had all been traded for the corresponding materials. 

A total of 44,000 units of wood, 36,000 units of fine sand, 40,000 units of metal, and 
80,000 units of stone! 

In addition, there were 560 sets of materials for making mechanostriders, 850 sets of 
medicinal herbs for making life potions, 750 sets of medicinal herbs for making energy 
potions, and 100 sets of medicinal herbs for making Golden Corpse Water. 

“These materials came easily.” 

Zhou Zhou looked at the transaction results and felt very happy. 

The only pity was that he did not receive any Aurora Crystals. 

It seemed that this thing was indeed quite rare. Even billions of Cerulean Planet Lords 
had yet to obtain it. 

Three hours later, Bai Yi and the others ended their rest. 



Zhou Zhou did not waste any time. He led all the soldiers, Nezario, and the Black Iron-
Tier Intermediate Grade doctor to the location of the Desert Fog Lizard leader. 

… 
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The Scarlet Lord Also Has A Lord Talent? 

Half an hour later, more than 600 soldiers stood in the desert with nine mechanostrider 
and nine homemade simple wooden carts. 

The leader was a handsome young man riding a mechanostrider. A black and red 
dragon half the height of a human stood beside him. 

The 601 soldiers behind the young man looked unto him with respect. 

When they saw the black and red dragon, they could not help but look surprised. 

“Is this the Legendary dragon race?” 

“It looks so domineering.” 

“His Lordship is really powerful. He can even subdue the dragon race.” 

… 

“Silence!” Bai Yi said sternly to the soldiers. 

Then, she rode on the mechanostrider towards Zhou Zhou. 

“My Lord, this is the territory of the Scarlet Lord.” She said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and looked into the distance. 

A simple and crude territory stood a kilometer away. 

He could vaguely see a few buildings with different styles. 

About 200 Desert Fog Lizards were densely packed around these buildings, just as Bai 
Yi had reported. 

“There’s no cover. Looks like we can’t launch a sneak attack this time.” 



“However, this Desert Fog Lizard Leader’s territory doesn’t have a Novice Lord 
protection barrier. There’s probably no need for a sneak attack.” Zhou Zhou pondered. 

Then, he turned to look at the soldiers behind him. 

“Is everything ready?” 

“Yes!” The soldiers roared in unison, their voices shaking the clouds. 

It even alarmed the distant Desert Fog Lizard territory. 

The Desert Fog Lizards seemed to have smelled something bad and crawled over with 
hostility. 

Zhou Zhou did not mind. 

He had wanted to attack head-on anyway. 

“Then I won’t waste my breath! You’ve slaughtered these reptiles countless times. You 
should be confident that they are not your match! Charge… And destroy them!” Zhou 
Zhou shouted. 

“Kill!!!” 

“Kill them!” 

“Destroy these reptiles!” 

… 

The soldiers roared and rushed out. 

Only five Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade soldiers and the Black Iron-Tier Intermediate 
Grade doctor remained beside Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou jumped down from the mechanostrider and patted Nezario’s head. 

Nezario had doubled in size in less than two days to his surprise. He wondered what 
Nezario would be like when it reached its peak. 

“Don’t be impatient. Wait for their leader to emerge. That’s when you hunt.” Zhou Zhou 
said. 

Nezario nodded excitedly and expectantly. 

However, its body still emitted wisps of red steam that smelled of sulfur. 



In the distance, the soldiers led by Bai Yi had already encountered the Desert Fog 
Lizards that had run over to check on the situation. 

These Desert Fog Lizards were crushed by the soldiers and died without knowing how 
they died. 

At the same time, the Desert Fog Lizards in their own territory looked at the torrent of 
soldiers rushing over from afar and were instantly stunned. 

However, they were bloodthirsty by nature and did not know what fear was. Hence, they 
stuck out their tongues and glared at the charging soldiers. 

At this moment, in the center of the territory. 

BANG! 

BANG! 

BANG! 

… 

In a wooden house with a savage and bloody style, a scarlet Desert Fog Lizard that was 
three to four meters tall and more than 10 meters long slowly crawled out. 

It looked at the soldiers rushing over from afar and was suddenly furious. 

“Roar!!!” 

What an angry roar! 

All the Desert Fog Lizards, which seemed to have received an order, waved their limbs 
and charged fearlessly at Zhou Zhou’s soldiers. 

In the distance, Zhou Zhou narrowed his eyes and looked at the Desert Fog Lizard 
leader. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Monster Name: Desert Fog Lizard Leader – Xue Cha (Scarlet Lord)] 

[Strength Level: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Monster Description: One of the three Scarlet Lords of the Blazing Sun Desert. It has 
many Desert Fog Lizard subjects under his command. He has obtained powerful 
strength after gaining favor with the Scarlet Lord.] 



[Loots: 10 units of Green Bronze-Tier Mist Core (Drop Rate: 100%), one unit to 100 
units of Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog Lizard Leader’s flesh (Drop 
Rate: 20% to 0.1%), 100 kg of water bags (Drop Rate: 3%), one Green Bronze-Tier 
Elementary Grade “Sand Trap Technique” skill book (Drop Rate: 0.1%), five gradeless 
Sword Shield Warrior Class Change Certificate (Drop Rate: 0.1%), three Green Bronze-
Tier Elementary Grade Sword Shield Warrior Recruitment Book (Drop Rate: 0.1%), one 
Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade alchemy potion formula “Blood Eye” (Drop Rate: 
0.1%), one White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere (Drop Rate: 
0%)] 

There were many loots that could be dropped. 

Among these loots, the one that attracted Zhou Zhou the most was undoubtedly the last 
one. 

When he saw the last loot, Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

Scarlet Lord Lord Talent Sphere? 

The Scarlet Lord also had a Lord Talent? 

At the same time, Nezario, which was originally beside him, was nowhere to be seen. 

… 

In the distance, the main forces of both sides quickly collided. 

An intense battle was about to break out. 

The Desert Fog Lizards pounced, bit, hissed, crashed… 

All kinds of barbaric combat techniques were used. 

On the other side, the Sword Shield Soldier used the sword shield combination 
technique to defend and counterattack in an orderly manner. 

Lu Chong brandished his spear like a dragon, slaughtering his way through the 
monsters. 

The crossbowman stood not far away and drew his crossbow. One arrow could 
seriously injure a Desert Fog Lizard. 

Bai Yi’s performance was the most eye-catching. 



She dotted around the edge of the battlefield like the wind on her mechanostrider. She 
was like a green God of Death, reaping the lives of the Desert Fog Lizards. She relied 
on her mount’s mobility, accurate crossbow skills, and powerful strength. 

Even those who were lucky enough to survive were quickly poisoned to the ground by 
the poison from the crossbow bolts or killed by other soldiers. 

“ROAR!” 

Bang! 

“Bastard monster! I’ll kill you!” 

“Hiss hiss!” 

… 

The sounds of weapons entering the body, the roars of monsters, curses, collisions… 

All sorts of chaotic sounds could be heard. 

The center of the battlefield had become a bloody meat grinder. 

However, Zhou Zhou still had the advantage. 

There were more of them, and they were also wearing military equipment that could 
effectively defend against most of the sharp claws and teeth of the Desert Fog Lizards. 

It could even withstand the impact of some monsters’ collisions. 

Desert Fog Lizard Territory. 

The Desert Fog Lizard leader narrowed its eyes. 

Its gaze fell on the crowd, then it suddenly stomped on the gravel under its feet. 

A few hundred meters away. 

The soldiers who were fighting hard suddenly realized that the desert under their feet 
was quickly sinking into a huge pit four to five meters deep. 

Unable to maintain their balance, they fell one after another and more than ten soldiers 
were injured immediately: 

The Desert Fog Lizard leader raised its claws, wanting to do the same thing again. 



Suddenly, it felt heat above its head. It looked up only to see a one-meter-long dragon 
swooning down from the sky. 

BOOM! 

An invisible and terrifying pressure emitted from this dragon and instantly descended on 
the body and soul of the Desert Fog Lizard leader. 

Dragon’s Might! 

At this moment, the leader of the Desert Fog Lizards trembled. It couldn’t even escape. 

Its eyes were filled with fear while Excitement flashed in Nezario’s eyes. 

It suddenly swooped down. 

This scene was like a world-famous painting. 

There was clearly a world of difference between their sizes. 

Nezario was like a hunter, while the huge Desert Fog Lizard leader was like a helpless 
rabbit. 

In the face of the impending life and death crisis, it could do nothing other than tremble! 

The next second, the moment the two sides approached each other. 

Nezario suddenly stopped in midair and suddenly opened its mouth. 

A faint red light appeared from its throat. 

The surging hot Magma Dragon Breath spewed out of its mouth and covered the head 
of the Desert Fog Lizard leader in the blink of an eye. 

Three to four seconds later there was a loud bang. 

The Desert Fog Lizard leader fell to the ground weakly. 

The part of its head had been burned away by the Magma Dragon Breath, leaving only 
drops of lava dripping from its neck. 

Two lines of text appeared in front of Zhou Zhou not far away. 

[Your pet Lava Dragon – Nezario has killed the Desert Fog Lizard Leader (Scarlet Lord) 
– Xue Cha. Promotion energy +20! Loots have been condensed!] 



[The territory of the Scarlet Lord has become ownerless. You can plunder or occupy it!] 
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Organizing The Loots! The Announcement Reappears! 

Nezario didn’t seem to have had enough fun after killing the Desert Fog Lizard leader. 

It flew back into the sky and surveyed the intense battle below. Then, it joined in without 
hesitation and helped the soldiers deal with the Desert Fog Lizard monsters. 

With the addition of a Green Bronze-Tier dragon like Nezario, the soldiers’ morale was 
boosted, and they fought even harder. 

Half an hour later, more than 200 Desert Fog Lizards were killed. 

Almost all of the corpses were made up of Desert Fog Lizards. However, there were 
also scattered corpses of soldiers. 

After Zhou Zhou saw the corpses of these soldiers, the feeling of jubilation for defeating 
the Scarlet Lord faded. 

“Zhang Qianjing, heal the wounded soldiers. I’ve already given you the Life Potions. 
Don’t be stingy when you need to use them. Ask me for more if you need them!” Zhou 
Zhou said to the Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade doctor beside him. 

“My Lord is merciful.” Zhang Qianjing bowed respectfully to Zhou Zhou and immediately 
walked quickly in the direction of the injured. 

“My Lord, don’t be too sad. We are mortal enemies with these fog monsters and foreign 
Lords. They’ll attack us sooner or later even if we don’t attack them.” 

“A small number of casualties to avoid greater casualties or even destruction in the 
future! My Lord, please don’t doubt yourself!” 

“None of our soldiers are afraid of war, and all of us agree with the Lord’s decision!” Bai 
Yi came in front of Zhou Zhou and said seriously. 

She was very worried that her Lord would not want to fight again just because he had 
seen some casualties. 

A Lord who dared not fight was no different from a lamb waiting to be slaughtered on 
the High Continent. 



Even though she would still be loyal to her Lord, she did not want her Lord to die at the 
hands of other Lords or fog monsters one day. 

Zhou Zhou said nothing while he looked at the battlefield in front of him. 

His eyes gradually became firm. 

Only by becoming stronger would there be fewer casualties! 

He thought firmly. 

If he could bring a million soldiers with him and each of them threw a stone in this battle, 
he could also bury this territory of the Scarlet Lord. 

I’m still not strong enough! I 

need more soldiers and even more Lord Talents! 

He thought. 

“Take me to see the corpse of the Scarlet Lord.” Zhou Zhou suddenly said. 

“Yes!” Bai Yi heaved a sigh of relief in her heart, and a smile appeared on her face 
again. 

Then, she brought Zhou Zhou to the corpse of the Desert Fog Lizard leader. 

“ROAR!” 

Nezario flew in front of Zhou Zhou and rubbed its head against Zhou Zhou’s arm. Then, 
it looked at Zhou Zhou with sparkling eyes. 

[Praise me! Praise me!] 

“My Nezario did well! You will take the main credit for this battle!” Zhou Zhou praised. 

The casualties would probably be at least 10 times more for this battle if it weren’t for 
the fact that Nezario had killed this Desert Fog Lizard leader and then helped the 
soldiers deal with the other Desert Fog Lizards! 

Thus, it was no problem for Nezario to take the credit. 

Then, Zhou Zhou placed his hand on the corpse of the Desert Fog Lizard leader. 

A golden notification appeared. 



[Do you want to retrieve the loot?] 

“Yes!” 

[Lord Talent Hint: You have obtained these loots —10 units of Mist Cores (Black Iron-
Tier), 100 units of Desert Fog Lizard Leader’s meat (Green Bronze-Tier Elementary 
Grade), 100 kg water bag, five Sword Shield Soldier Class Change Certificates (No 
Grade), three Sword Sword Shield Soldier Recruitment Books (Low Bronze), one Sand 
Trap Skill Book (Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade), one Alchemy Potion Formula, 
Blood Eye (Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade), one Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere (White 
Silver-Tier Elementary Grade)!] 

Whoosh. 

The huge corpse of the Desert Fog Lizard leader instantly exploded. 

There were so many loots that it looked like a small mountain. 

Bai Yi was already mentally prepared. However, he could not help but widen his eyes. 

Nezario, on the other hand, drooled as it stared at the meat and the Green Bronze-Tier 
Mist Cores. 

Zhou Zhou also checked the loot. The first item he looked at was the Sand Trap 
Technique skill book. 

[Skill Name: Sand Trap Technique] 

[Skill Quality: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Skill Description: Advanced Sand Stealth Skill! Controls the ground, turning the ground 
within a certain range into a quicksand pit. The area and depth of the quicksand pit 
depends on the amount of energy output from the user.] 

Zhou Zhou learned it on the spot. 

This was a rare skill that could change the terrain! 

Zhou Zhou had already witnessed its power in the battle just now. 

In a one-on-one fight, the effect might not seem obvious. 

However, if it was used on a battlefield where there were many people, it would 
definitely produce an astonishing effect that could be worthy of being called a battlefield 
killing machine! 



It would not be impossible to sink a city into quicksand with a wave of his hand when he 
became stronger in the future. 

Next was the alchemy potion formula, Blood Eye. 

[Alchemy Potion Formula: Blood Eye] 

[Formula Quality: Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Formula Effect: After using it, you can master the refining method of the Blood Eye. 
Apply the Blood Eye on the eyelids and you can observe the warm-blooded creatures 
within your field of vision. It will also have a certain effect of improving your vision.] 

[Material Formula: Blood Pupil Flower (Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade), Blue Ice Leaf 
(Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade), Three Leaf Grass (Common material)] 

[Formula Description: Any creature with blood can’t hide from the Blood Eye.] 

[Learning Requirement: Can only be learned by alchemists, technicians, doctors, and 
other herb-related life professions.] 

Zhou Zhou looked at the formula thoughtfully. 

This Blood Eye seemed to be useful in restraining invisibility skills. 

Other than that, Zhou Zhou could not think of any other uses for it. 

He did not think too much about it and prepared to get Ashburn to learn it. 

Zhou Zhou’s gaze landed on a ball of light that emitted a silver-white halo with a wisp of 
blood inside. 

[Treasure Name: Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere – Unknown] 

[Treasure Grade: White Silver-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: After being purified by the Supreme Will, the Lord can absorb it and 
obtain an unknown White Silver-Tier Lord talent.] 

[Treasure Description: A loot that could not be dropped. It was forced to drop under the 
drive of some mysterious power.] 

[Do you want to purify it?] 

Zhou Zhou did not purify it immediately. 



Who knew what would happen in the process? It was better to return to his territory first. 

After that, Zhou Zhou entered the Lord’s wooden house and saw the territory token 
tablet. 

Moreover, it was a Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Token! 

“The Scarlet Lord also has a Territory Token Tablet?” 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

He called five Sword Shield Soldiers over and began to destroy this territory token 
tablet. 

It took them an entire 15 minutes to break the 5,000 points Endurance Tablet to reveal 
the Territory Token inside. 

Zhou Zhou stepped forward and placed his hand on the Territory Order. 

[Receive the Territory Order?] 

“Yes!” He said. 

Click. 

The Territory Order landed in his hands. 

At this moment. A line of golden text suddenly appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

It also appeared in front of billions of Cerulean Planet Lords. 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun, on becoming the first Cerulean Planet Lord to capture the territory of a 
Scarlet Lord, the reward is a Supreme-Tier treasure box +1, Reputation Rating +1! ] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun…] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun…] 

… 

Three announcements rang in the ears of all the Cerulean Planet Lords. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 



I’m the first Cerulean Planet Lord to occupy the territory of a Scarlet Lord? 

Global Lord: 100\% Drop Rate #Chapter 25 - Read 

Global Lord: 100\% Drop Rate Chapter 25  

White Silver-Tier Lord Talent— Monster Ranch! 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

Did the others not obtain this achievement yet? 

He would often dive in the World Channel and watch the other Lords’ chats when he 
was bored. 

Therefore, he already knew that the Dragon Lady had a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary 
Grade wyvern under her command through the conversation of others. 

Even though it was not as strong as his Nezario, it shouldn’t be a problem to deal with a 
Scarlet Lord of the lowest level, right? 

She actually didn’t get this achievement? 

He thought for a while. 

The wyvern naturally had no problem dealing with the lowest-level Scarlet Lord. 
However, there were also a large number of fog monsters around each Scarlet Fog. No 
matter how strong the Dragon Lady’s wyvern was, it could not deal with the Scarlet Lord 
while dealing with the monster subjects under its command. He suddenly realized. 

Not everyone was like him, who had high-end combat power like the pure-blooded 
dragons and had the combat power of hundreds of military professionals. 

He stopped thinking about it. 

Zhou Zhou opened the world channel and started watching. 

At this moment, the billions of Cerulean Planet Lords on the world channel were 
discussing the announcement. 

“Two ‘firsts’ in the entire channel! The Lord of the Blazing Sun is actually so terrifying!” 

“What is a Scarlet Lord? A Foreign Race Lord? Can any big shot explain?” 

“I’ve heard from my subjects that the Scarlet Lord is the Lord of the fog monsters. It’s 
our archenemy.” 



“Oh my god, I find the fog monsters difficult enough to fight. Big Boss Blazing Sun has 
already gone to deal with their leader?” 

“Are we really in the same version?” 

“This wave is a version upgrade!” 

“If only I could get to know Big Boss Blazing Sun. That way, I can cozy up to him.” 

“From another perspective, I’m a woman that Big Boss Blazing Sun can’t have.” 

“I’m the man that Big Boss Blazing Sun will never get!” 

“Sh*t that no one cares about isn’t precious.” 

… 

The Dragon Lady was silent as she looked at the discussion on the world channel on 
her plains. 

For the past two days, she had been planning to occupy the territory of a foreign race 
Lord. 

She had already thought it through. 

She would launch an official attack after she summoned another wyvern the day after 
as her subordinate! 

She could publicize her Lord Talent as long as she succeeded. 

She believed that with her fame on the Cerulean Planet, she would definitely be able to 
obtain a reputation that was not inferior to that of the Lord of The Blazing Sun. At that 
time, she would use this reputation to get the other Lords to work for her. 

She would use this as a springboard to develop faster and stronger! 

This cycle would continue and she would definitely be able to fight for the position of the 
Overlord in the future! 

However, in less than a day, this Lord of The Blazing Sun had actually conquered 
another territory of the Scarlet Lord and once again appeared on the entire channel! 

“What exactly could his Lord Talent be?” 

“Could it be a Legendary-Tier Lord Talent? Or a Mythical-Tier Lord Talent?” 



Susanna Margaret was puzzled. 

Then, she calmed down. 

“It’s just a temporary lead. I’m in no hurry.” 

“I am the Dragonblood Queen appointed by the Supreme Will!” 

“It won’t be long before I catch up to him and surpass him!” 

… 

Elsewhere, in a cemetery. 

Undead Lord Zhang Han narrowed his eyes slightly as he looked at the chat content in 
the world channel. 

“He actually took down the territory of a Scarlet Lord before me…” 

There was also a Scarlet Lord’s territory near his territory. 

Originally, he planned to slowly weaken the other party’s strength while waiting to 
advance to the Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade. After he could enslave the Green 
Bronze-Tier undead, he would officially attack the other party’s territory. 

He didn’t expect the Lord of The Blazing Sun to get the first so quickly. 

“I have to speed up my development… Otherwise, all the benefits will go to this Lord of 
The Blazing Sun.” He said as he began to plot. 

… 

Zhou Zhou chuckled and turned off the world channel in the territory of the Desert Fog 
Lizard leader. 

Then, he opened the Reputation Ranking. 

He was still ranked first with the advantage of his two ‘first’s. The rankings after that 
were not even occupied by any other Lords. 

“I’ll get another loyal subject tomorrow with this Reputation Rating.” 

Zhou Zhou was looking forward to it. 

Then, he closed the Reputation Ranking and looked at the golden treasure chest that 
appeared out of thin air in front of him. 



He resisted the urge to open it and asked the five Sword Shield Soldiers around him to 
bring it back to his territory and send it to his Lord’s wooden house. 

Half an hour later, Bai Yi came to report after sorting out the loot. 

“My Lord, the loot here has been reorganized.” 

“We found a total of 3,000 units of stone, 1,500 units of wood, 500 units of metal, and 
1,000 units of fine sand here.” 

“I also found 357 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores and six Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores!” 

“Put them all in a simple wooden cart pulled by a mechanostrider and transport them 
back together.” 

“If it doesn’t fit, the soldiers will transport it.” Zhou Zhou said. 

The nine simple, homemade wooden carts that he had brought today were purchased 
from a Lord who claimed to have a professional carpenter. 

It was not expensive either. 

A small wooden cart only required three units of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade 
meat. 

Zhou Zhou immediately had an idea to use the combination of [mechanostrider + simple 
wooden cart] to create a convoy to transport supplies. 

In the future, not only would he be able to transport more resources and monster 
corpses, but he would also be able to free up his soldiers’ combat power so he gave it a 
try. 

It seemed to be working quite well. 

“How many casualties on our side?” Zhou Zhou asked Bai Yi. 

“In this battle, we lost a total of 12 soldiers. There are 22 with major injuries and 76 with 
minor injuries.” Bai Yi answered. 

“When we get back, tell these injured soldiers not to participate in the battle for the time 
being. Let them recuperate first.” 

“Let them come back only after they have recovered their ability to fight. Arrange an 
easy job for those who can’t continue fighting after they recover. Blazing Sun City will be 
responsible for the rest of their lives if they become unable to fight.” Zhou Zhou said. 



With his 100% drop rate, it was naturally easy for him to raise these injured people. 

Moreover, when he became stronger in the future, the 100% drop rate would be more 
effective. He could completely nurture more injured people. 

Moreover, when he had the talent of a Healing Lord in the future, it was not impossible 
to turn these injured people into healthy people again. 

Therefore, he was very confident! 

“Yes! Thank you, my Lord!” Bai Yi looked at Zhou Zhou gratefully and went to make 
arrangements. 

Soon he heard waves of cheers from the soldiers in the distance. 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou’s face. 

He walked out of the Lord’s wooden house and looked at the lonely building, feeling a 
little strange. 

He seemed to remember there was more than one building here when he arrived. 

“Could it be that the Lord Talent of the Desert Fog Lizard Leader also has a special 
building which disappeared when it died?” Zhou Zhou thought. 

He looked around again, then shook his head. 

There were no special resources here so there was no need to occupy it. 

A moment later, the army reformed before bringing the loot back to Blazing Sun City. 

… 

In the Blazing Sun City, the Lord’s wooden house. 

Zhou Zhou took out the Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere. 

[Do you want to purify it?] 

“Purify!” 

Zhou Zhou said expectantly. 

The next second, a golden light flashed from the Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere. 

After the golden light disappeared, Zhou Zhou suddenly realized. 



The blood-colored light on the Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere had actually disappeared. 

Its information has also been updated. 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Sphere – Monster Ranch] 

[Treasure Grade: White Silver-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: After absorbing it, the Lord will have the White Silver-Tier Lord Talent 
– Monster Ranch!] 

[Treasure Description: A Lord Talent Sphere purified by the Supreme Will. After 
absorbing it, you can obtain a White Silver-Tier Lord Talent.] 

 


